# Novel approaches in hand rehabilitation

**Abstract**

Hand rehabilitation is a constructive activity to gradually restore health and functionality of hand and fingers. Motion disabilities of hand and fingers are a common problem and can be a result of a wide variety of diseases and traumas. This problem is especially emphasized in the elderly population.

Common methods in hand rehabilitation include physical therapy that should be performed frequently. However, patients tend not to follow the program strictly and perform exercises the wrong way, making progress slower or even stagnant. With the development of novel contactless and non-invasive sensors for tracking hand and finger motion the hand rehabilitation can be further upgraded. In this paper we looked into existing hand rehabilitation systems and presented a concept of a novel system by empowering capabilities of new sensors with virtual reality (VR) environment. The existing hand rehabilitation exercises were analysed, adapted and verified in order to be implemented into the system.

**INTRODUCTION**

Hands and fingers play an important role in human life. With delicate motion control hands and fingers are involved in almost all human activities. Being one of the densest areas of nerve endings (1), fingers also represent the richest source of tactile feedback in the human body. The importance of hand and finger usage can be easily understood by exploring the human brain. One of the largest areas of the cerebral cortex is dedicated solely to controlling, receiving and processing sensations from hands and fingers (2). The human hand consists of 27 bones (3), 27 joints, more than 120 ligaments, 34 muscles, 48 nerves and 30 arteries.

Because of the complexity of the musculoskeletal system and excessive usage during life, the human hand tends to be prone to injuries and diseases. Frequency of hand injuries is well depicted by a 2-year survey conducted in Denmark (4). The survey showed that the rate of injury to the hand or wrist was 28.6% of all injuries, which was 3.7 per 100,000 inhabitants per year. 34% of the accidents were domestic, 35% were leisure accidents, 26% were occupational and 5% were traffic accidents. The most frequent causes for admission were fractures (42%), tendon lesions (29%) and wounds (12%).

Hand motion disabilities can also be a result of nerve compression syndromes, the most common being carpal tunnel syndrome. A wide variety of diseases leads to hand disability, where the most frequent one is osteoarthritis, while the most disabling one is rheumatoid arthritis. The problems of hand’s functionality is especially present in the elderly population. In the age group 70-74 years more than 90% of women and little less than 80% percent of men have x-ray evidence of osteoarthritis.
in their hands. In the population group older than 80 years, percent rises to around 99% for women and over 95% for men (5).

To increase the quality of life for the patients with hand motion disabilities adequate hand rehabilitation is needed. The rehabilitation commonly includes physical therapy, and if performed appropriately and frequently, it can help regaining partial or full functionality of hand/fingers.

There are three types of exercise used in rehabilitation for hand motion disabilities:

1. Range-of-motion exercises,
2. Strengthening exercises,
3. Aerobic or endurance exercises.

Range-of-motion exercises are performed without any weight in order to improve flexibility of joints and relieve stiffness from hand/fingers. Strengthening exercises usually include some sort of weight, such as therapy ball or strap, for gaining the muscle strength to support and protect joints. Aerobic or endurance exercises are also very important in rehabilitation, since a healthy cardiovascular system can reduce joints swelling in some cases.

Several virtual reality (VR) enhanced hand rehabilitation support systems have already been developed, and verified for effectiveness in various scientific researches (6). Such systems usually empower hand/finger motion tracking device with an automatic motion assistant for independent rehabilitation therapies.

Lots of different sensory devices are used for hand/finger motion therapy, such as grip force measurement devices (7), finger pinch force sensors (8), VR gloves and exoskeleton systems (9), (10), (11), (12). Currently, the most advanced device for hand/finger motion tracking is a hand exoskeleton system with functionalities in both directions, input and output. The device collects measurements of joint angles and forces as input to the system. On the other hand, the output is provided as physical force feedback from VR environment.

The importance of monitoring for the effectiveness of rehabilitation treatment is well recognized and represents the foundation of evidence-based health care (13). However, currently used systems are not precise enough to detect and measure small differences that need to be monitored for adequate rehabilitation. In addition, most of the systems are inadequate for usage in severe cases of hand disabilities (such as last stages of rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis).

For this purpose a novel hand/finger motion tracking instrument, the Leap Motion, can be used. It is simple, contactless, non-invasive and inexpensive sensor that has the ability to detect small changes in hand/finger positions with high precision and very fast acquisition rate. These characteristics make this device ideal for hand rehabilitation. In the following text a concept for the system will be presented and further discussed.

**HAND AND FINGER MOTION TRACKING SENSOR**

Leap Motion is an optical sensor specially designed for acquisition of 3D positions and orientations of hands and fingers. The main purpose of the sensor was to extend current input devices with 3D control for VR environments. The sensor was also found to be a good choice for a wide spectrum of other applications (14, 15, 16).

The Leap Motion controller consists of three infrared light (IR) emitters and two IR cameras. The implementation of IR spectrum makes the projected rays invisible for the human eye, which makes the device comfortable for usage. The Leap Motion can be categorized into optical tracking systems based on stereo vision, since position data are calculated from stereo images. However, the system does not produce point cloud of the scene and the predefined detectable objects, just 3D positions and orientations of the hands and fingers. New release version 2.0 of the Leap Motion API enabled much better insight into hand metrics and positions. In this new version, a novel human hand modelling method was used, which improved the software’s positions prediction of the fingers and hands not clearly visible by the cameras. With this improvement, the system is capable of acquiring data of all joints and bones for each finger, from wrist to fingertip.

Hand skeletal model introduced in Leap Motion SDK is shown on Figure 1. Finger type is defined as an integer, indicating the finger name: 0 = thumb; 1 = index finger; 2 = middle finger; 3 = ring finger; 4 = pinky finger. As depicted on Figure 1, for each finger the system gives an array of bones (metacarpal, proximal, intermediate, and distal) and 3D positions of five distinctive points:

1. carpPosition – base end of the metacarpal bone of the finger;
2. mcpPosition – metacarpophalangeal joint, or knuckle, of the finger;
3. pipPosition – proximal interphalangeal joint of the finger;
4. dipPosition – distal interphalangeal joint of the finger;
5. btipPosition – extreme end of the distal phalanx.

![Figure 1. Hand and finger skeletal model.](image-url)
For each bone the system gives sizes, positions and orientations. In the skeletal model of the hand, the model for the thumb is an exception. The human thumb doesn’t have four bones, like other fingers. The thumb misses the intermediate phalanx. However, the Leap Motion thumb model uses the same model as for the other fingers, but with zero-length metacarpal bone. With this approach the thumb has all of the bones at the same indexes as the other fingers, which is a much better solution for programming. As a result, the Leap Motion finger model for the thumb represents the real metacarpal bone as a proximal phalanx, and the real proximal phalanx as the intermediate phalanx. In addition to the finger skeletal information, the SDK gives also several hand properties, such as armWidth – the average width of the forearm; type – labels the hand as a left or a right hand; confidence – the measure showing how well the skeleton model and the observed data fit. Very important parameters, given by the SDK, are elbow and wrist positions, enabling the calculation of the forearm orientation.

According to the official announcement of the manufacturer, the Leap Motion controller should be able to acquire positions with sub-millimetre accuracy. Accuracy and robustness of the controller were further analysed and discussed (17, 18). The analysis showed that accuracy of less than 2.5 mm could be obtained, with an average of 1.2 mm (17). High robustness of the device was proven with a repeatability average of less than 0.17 mm. The measured standard deviation was below 0.7 mm per axis for movement to discrete positions on a path. By the conclusion of the analysis, the theoretical accuracy of 0.01 mm couldn’t be achieved under real conditions. However, an overall average accuracy of 0.7 mm is significantly better than the accuracy of other controllers in the same price range.

HAND REHABILITATION SYSTEM

A. The System Hardware Setup

To conduct rehabilitation for hand/finger motion disabilities, an adequate hardware for VR environment needs to be set up. Here, we are presenting three possible solutions of hardware configurations:

1. Leap Motion + 2D display;
2. Leap Motion + 3D stereoscopic display;
3. Leap Motion + Head mounted display (HMD).

The first solution combines 2D display and Leap Motion as input device, as shown in Figure 2(a). This should be the most common solution, because a 2D display is a standard part of every computer, and any kind of 2D display can be empowered for this task. However, limitations are obvious, as the conversion of real 3D hand/finger motions to a 2D virtual world renders one dimension unavailable for preview. Losing this insight into the third (depth) dimension limits the set of applications. The second solution upgrades the first solution with 3D sensation using a stereoscopic display, depicted in Figure 2(b). Those displays are not as common as the ones used in the first solution, and have a distinctly greater purchase price. However, usage of this configuration enables a much wider set of applications and a more realistic virtual environment.

The last solution is the most advanced one, and it should enable a full 3D experience, shown in Figure 2(c). Because of a wearable head mounted display, the area in front of the user will be available for free hand movement. This setup makes real 3D space (motion of hands/fingers) and virtual 3D space (shown on display) basically identical.

B. The System Software Design

The present concept for the system software is designed by utilising three main components: a database, an intelligent assistant and a VR engine. The database is a well-defined collection of data specific for a user. There will be three main types of data stored in the database:

1. User’s personal information,
2. Specialist medical reports and prescription data,
3. Rehabilitation progress data.

Personal information of the user should include sex, age, hereditary disease risk, and all other personal data.
### Table 1
Exercises.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Start position</th>
<th>End position</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Adaptation</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Quality control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Neutral position" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Neutral position" /></td>
<td>Neutral position; Prior and posterior to each exercise; All fingers straight and gently spread; Elevated forearm;</td>
<td>Position of each bone and joint;</td>
<td>Compare captured and default bones and joints positions;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="All fingers straight and close together" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Neutral position" /></td>
<td>Neutral position prior to the exercise; Maximal spread fingers; Elevate forearm;</td>
<td>Angles between bones in each finger (metacarpal, proximal, intermediate, and distal);</td>
<td>Straightness of hand (forearm and metacarpal of middle finger);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Hand is straight" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Neutral position" /></td>
<td>Neutral position prior to the exercise; Elevate forearm;</td>
<td>Angles between forearm and hand (metacarpal of middle finger);</td>
<td>Straightness of fingers (metacarpal, proximal, intermediate, and distal);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Hand is straight" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Neutral position" /></td>
<td>Neutral position prior to the exercise; Elevate forearm;</td>
<td>Angles between forearm and hand (metacarpal of middle finger);</td>
<td>Straightness of fingers (metacarpal, proximal, intermediate, and distal);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Fingers are straight" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Neutral position" /></td>
<td>Neutral position; Elevated forearm; Rotated for 90°;</td>
<td>Angles between bones in thumb (metacarpal, proximal, intermediate, and distal);</td>
<td>Straightness of hand and fingers (forearm, metacarpal, proximal, intermediate, and distal);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Hand is straight" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Neutral position" /></td>
<td>Neutral position prior the exercise; Elevate forearm; Rotated for 90°;</td>
<td>Angles between bones in thumb (metacarpal, proximal, intermediate, and distal);</td>
<td>Straightness of fingers (metacarpal, proximal, intermediate, and distal);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Hand is straight" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Neutral position" /></td>
<td>Neutral position prior to the exercise; Rotated for 180°;</td>
<td>Angles between bones in fingers (metacarpal, proximal, intermediate, and distal);</td>
<td>Straightness of fingers (metacarpal, proximal, intermediate, and distal);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Hand is straight" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Neutral position" /></td>
<td>Neutral position prior to the exercise;</td>
<td>Angles between forearm and hand (metacarpal of middle finger);</td>
<td>Straightness of fingers (metacarpal, proximal, intermediate, and distal);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
which could influence the rehabilitation progress. Specialist medical reports and prescription data are the most valuable data for creating future exercise plans and prognosis of expected results. Rehabilitation progress data should contain all important data collected during exercises performance sorted by date.

The intelligent assistant is the „brain” of the system. The main purpose of the assistant is to create daily exercise plans, and to guide the user during exercises. Daily exercise plans are created by analysing all of the information stored in the database. For example, the assistant can advise the user to repeat an exercise for a various number of times, or even to take a day off if it is the best choice according to data analysis. During training, the assistant should constantly analyse collected data in real time, and give the user advice and guidance for optimal performance of a given exercise.

The VR engine software part is responsible for all feedback from system to user, and should be implemented on the game engine software already supported by Leap Motion SDK, Unity 3D. The VR engine will be empowered by the intelligent assistant to show guidance and results on the chosen VR hardware configuration.

**EXERCISES FOR HAND REHABILITATION SYSTEM**

For the purpose of conducting hand rehabilitation with this system, we selected several common rehabilitation exercises. Being an optical sensor, Leap Motion can be used only on an empty hand. Because of these limitations, only range-of-motion exercises can be monitored. However, some of the exercises needed minor adaptation in order to be monitored by the system. Unlike the original versions, all of the exercises need to be performed with forearms placed on an elevated surface. This adaptation is done within exercises 1-5, depicted on Table 1. Also, all active parts of the hand have to be optically visible by the system. To satisfy this condition, some of the exercises were rotated for 90° or 180° around forearm vector, exercises 4-6.

The Leap Motion can produce errors if a closed hand is introduced to the system. However, this error can be significantly reduced if an opened hand is introduced to the system prior to closing. In order to ensure low error, we proposed a neutral position state, depicted on exercise 0 in Table 1. The neutral position is a characteristic state with all fingers straight and gently spread. This state should be performed prior each exercise with forearm placed on an elevated surface.

Each exercise has a specific role and involves characteristic bones of a hand and fingers. The measurement column, in Table 1, describes bones involved in each exercise, and emphasizes their important properties. The most frequently used property is the angle between the bones. The angle can be calculated from the bones vectors with formula:

\[
\theta = \arccos \left( \frac{\mathbf{u} \cdot \mathbf{v}}{\|\mathbf{u}\| \|\mathbf{v}\|} \right)
\]

Where \(\mathbf{u}\) and \(\mathbf{v}\) are 3D vectors of the bones, and \(\theta\) is the angle between them.

Quality control column depicts elements and parameters of the hand skeletal model, and indicates how well the exercise is performed. The most frequent quality control is straightness of hand, and straightness of fingers. Straightness of hand is defined with the angle between forearm and hand (metacarpal of middle finger). Straightness of fingers is defined with angles between metacarpal, proximal, intermediate, and distal bones of the middle finger not activated by the exercise. Straightness factor is produced as a sum of all calculated angles and it is better if the value of the factor is lower.

Finally, total of nine exercises were proposed to be integrated as part of the rehabilitation system program. Ten

---

**Table 1: Hand Rehabilitation Exercises**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Measurements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Hand is straight; Maximal palmar flexion in the wrist; Neutral position prior to the exercise; Angles between forearm and hand (metacarpal of middle finger); Straightness of fingers (metacarpal, proximal, intermediate, and distal);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Hand is straight; Maximal flexion in carpal joints for all fingers except thumb; Neutral position prior the exercise; Angles between metacarpal and proximal phalange of all fingers; Straightness of fingers (proximal, intermediate, and distal); Straightness of hand (forearm and metacarpal of middle finger);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
other exercises were tested and rejected. These exercises could not be used because of two main reasons:

1. Performance involves tools (such as ball);
2. Performance could not be measured with any minor adaptation.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, an overview of existing hand rehabilitation systems was depicted. Furthermore, after showing known limitations of existing systems for this task, a concept for a novel system is presented. This system is based on the Leap Motion controller, which is an optical sensor based on stereo vision. The system incorporates the controller with advanced software, enabling rehabilitation progress monitoring and customization of the exercise program.

For rehabilitation purposes, nine common range-of-motion exercises were selected and adapted. In addition to the description and adaptation, we also suggested measurement and quality control properties for each exercise.

The concept of the system can also be extended with a reminder, and a remote monitoring component. The reminder will ensure regular training, while the monitoring component will enable specialists to remotely check the progress of the rehabilitation.
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